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I have photographed many rocket 
launches at Wallops Island

● Antares resupply mission to ISS, 11/2/2019

● Minotaur launch, 7/15/2020

● Antares resupply mission to ISS, 10/2/2020 night launch

● Antares resupply mission to ISS, 2/10/2021

● Minotaur launch, 6/15/2021

● Antares resupply mission to ISS, 8/10/2021 (very clear air)

● Plus my son and I scouted several photo sites



  

US 13 is the main north-south 
highway in the Virginia portion of 

the Eastern Shore.

All sites are reachable 
from US 13

Roughly 3.5 hours from DC.

Note: US 50/Chesapeake Bay 
Bridge requires EZpass for 
payment of eastbound toll.

THE SIX SITES



  

1. The side island
● Take VA Rt 175 (Chincoteague Rd) east from US 13, 

turn right onto ramp down to island.
● Easy access to hotels on Chincoteague Island
● Usually crowded on launch days, arrive 2+ hours early
● 7 miles from launch pads
● Raised runway at Wallops partly obscures

launch pad



  

1. The side island

Antares, 11/2/2019, ISO 400, f/16, 1/800th sec



  

2. The Waterman’s Memorial
● Southeast end of 

Chincoteague Island
● Walk in from hotels. 

Parking not permitted.
● Six miles to launch pads
● Crowded on launch days, 

arrive 3+ hours early



  

3. NASA Visitors Center
On VA Rt 175 by NASA airfield

● Claims to be 4 miles from 
launch pads; measured using 
Google Maps as 6 miles.

● Has parking, rest rooms, 
bleachers.

● Arrive very early, but unclear 
where to wait before gates 
open.



  

4. The restaurant
● Out of business. Owner is 

seeking new restaurant 
tenant as of August 2021.

● From US 13, turn left on VA Rt 
175, right on Rt 798, 
left on Rt 766.

● Five miles to launch pads.
● Parking, indoor seating, 

big picture window, rest rooms.



  

5. Wishart Point
● 3.2 miles from launch pad.
● From US 13 take VA Rt 175 

east, turn right on Rt 798, 
left on Rt 695

● Plentiful parking.
● Used by TV crews to shoot 

launches.
● Fishing trails through sea 

grass.



  

6. Arbuckle Creek Dock
● 2.1 miles from launch pads. Parking for 200+ cars.
● From US 13 turn east on VA Rt 689, turn left on Pierce-

Taylor Rd/Rt 730, drive to end
● Concrete dock is about 4 feet wide and has limited 

room; arrive 6 hrs early for best selection of tripod spot
● Sometimes crowded, especially in summer. 
● No facilities.
● County has posted a big sign announcing parking 

payment system, but does not have police available to 
enforce parking payment on launch days.



  

6. Arbuckle Creek Dock

Antares  
10/2/2020
ISO 2000, f/9, 
1/800th sec

Concrete dock

On Google Maps, this spot 
is identified as Old NASA 
Ferry Terminal Boat Ramp



  

6. Arbuckle Creek Dock

ISO 250, f/13, 1/3200 sec

ISO 250, 
f/13, 
1/3200 
sec

Minotaur 
launch, 
7/15/2020



  

Closeup look at Minotaur

FALLING 
ICE

Condensation 
ring

FALLING 
ICE



  

GPX file containing locations
● Download the 

Wallops Island.GPX file: 
https://bit.ly/3mZtTA1

● Can be installed in Locus Map app.
● Can be installed in a Garmin car 

GPS receiver.
● Provides GPS coordinates of parking 

spots and of intersections for driving to 
viewing sites.

Use the QR code

https://bit.ly/3mZtTA1


  

How to use the GPX file in
the Locus Map app

● I have also posted an illustrated 
PDF explaining how to import and 
use the Points of Interest for the 
Locus Map app for Android phones.

● tinyurl.com/5yj398pf Use the QR code



  

Recommended photo gear
● Telephoto lens. I use a crop frame DSLR, 100-

400mm lens. Effective max focal length is 640 mm.
● If you do not own a long telephoto lens, then you can 

RENT one online, and possibly from local photo 
stores.   

● Tripod. Keep that lens steady!
● Shutter release cable. Keep that lens steady!
● Choose locale so that the sun does not blind you at 

launch time. Ideally the sun should be at least 90 
degrees away from the long axis of your lens.



  

Preparation checklist
● Charge camera batteries
● Charge smart phone
● Pack camera
● Pack telephoto lens
● Pack shutter release cable
● Pack tripod
● Pack snacks



  

The Arc technique

Photo from SpaceX 
web site. 

I did not shoot this, 
but I want to.



  

The Arc technique
● Research rocket’s launch direction. Northeast? Due 

east? Southeast? 
● Choose a photo site that gives best view of travel in 

that direction, i.e., at right angle to direction of travel. 
Northeast: Wishart Point; due east: Restaurant or NASA 
Visitors Center; southeast: Watermans Monument

● Set up DLSR with wide angle lens on tripod, and set up 
to Manual mode to shoot 10-second “streak” exposures. 
You will need a shutter cable release with a Lock feature, 
so that the camera continues to shoot.



  

The Arc technique
● In daytime, use a neutral density filter. Try ND64, 

ND1000.
● Pre-launch, try single photos to test exposure settings.
● Allow shooting to continue automatically until rocket tips 

over to gain horizontal velocity for orbit. That tipover 
forms the arc.

● Total may be 20+ exposures for liquid fuel rocket such as 
Antares or Electron, or less for solid fuel rocket such as 
Minotaur. Solid rocket booster accelerate more quickly.

● Photomerge the exposures to create the arc.



  

Upcoming Wallops launches



  

SpaceLaunchNow app screen
● Captured on June 7
● NET acronym means

NO EARLIER THAN
● Northrup Grumman Antares 

is a veteran at Wallops
● Rocket Lab Electron has used 

a rocket prep building at Wallops
for years, but has launched only 
from its original New Zealand site



  

The NASA Visitor Center
● Opened as of May 5 after 2+ years closed 

during pandemic.
● If Visitors Center is open, then NASA 

broadcasts live launch coverage on 770 AM 
radio 

● See the following web page for info on using 
the Visitors Center to view launches

● https://www.nasa.gov/centers/wallops/
events/viewing_launches.html 



  

Hotels
Restaurants

Avoiding the Pandemic



  

Hotels
● The local hotels in Chincoteague and Pokomoke 

mostly charge premium rates for every launch. Some 
Chincoteague hotels offered deep discounts during the 
pandemic.

● Off season, try hotels in West Ocean City for lower 
rates – save roughly $80/night



  

Restaurants
● There are several restaurants and fast food at the 

corner of US 13 and VA Route 175
● There is a Royal Farms at the corner of VA Route 175 

and VA Route 798 (Atlantic Ave).
● Many restaurants along US 50 in West Ocean City.



  

Avoiding the Pandemic
● Most viewing spots are crowded.
● Arbuckle Creek Dock area draws 150-500 people 

depending on weather and time of day.
● The least crowded appear to be Wishart Point and the 

out-of-business restaurant.
● In crowded areas, consider wearing a mask.
● Use Rainx Interior anti-fog on inside of glasses to keep 

glasses from fogging up.



  

The End
● Time for questions
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